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FOR THE SEASON
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Preparing for
fall flu season
KCON offers flu vaccines to GV community
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
ASSISTANTNEWSIOILANTHORN.COM

AUSTRALIAN PLAYER
MAKES TRANSITION
TO COLLEGE TENNIS
SEEA9
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he Grand Valley State Univer
VACCINES ADMINISTERED BY THE FHC
sity Kirkhof College of Nursing
is providing influenza vaccina
tions for students, faculty, staff
aoie
and other community members.
The clinic will have hours Monday through
Wednesday of next week.
Ann Sheehan, Kirkhof College of Nurs
ing assistant dean for practice, said the GVSU
Family Health Center nurses, GVSU College
of Nursing faculty and nursing students ad
minister the shots every year.
Although Sheehan encourages everyone to
get the flu shot, she said college students may be
more highly susceptible to the virus.
“College students are at high risk for contract
147
ing this disease because they live in close proxim
ity to other students,” she said. “They may share
food or drinks and touch others’ cell phones or
computers that are contaminated.”
VACCINES ADMINISTERED TO THE PUBLC
Another problem that college students may
VACCINES ADMINISTERED TO OV STUDENTS
face is getting so sick that they need to miss class or
work. Sheehan added that students who have respi-
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GV teams up to combat hunger
Hunger Action Week educates on food issues

MAREC aids
solar panel
partnership
BY ALYSSA RETELLE
ARETELLEiaLANTHORN.COM

HUNGER HURTS:

The Women’s
Center teams
up with Access
West Michigan,
Spectrum
Health and other
organizations to
raise awareness
on food-related
issues.
EMILY FRYE
GVL

documentary covers obesity and night,” Dernberger said.
Another misconception Hun
how it affects the health and lives
t is easy to take for of Americans. The panel featured ger Action Week hopes to educate
granted that most Brittany Dernberger, the assistant people on is the relationship be
people can easily fill director at the Women’s Center at tween income and obesity. Dern
berger said people
their stomachs, but GVSU, Emma Gar
who only have ac
some do not have it cia from Access of
West
Michigan and
We want people cess to certain foods
so easy. For many Grand
Valley
need to be aware of
VanFossen, a
State University students,Amy
difficul
to really be
the health aspects
nutritionist
at
Spec
ties come from unhealthy eating
of those foods. The
trum
Health.
thinking about
choices, while others have
trouble
documentary
ex
“We want people
getting enough to eat at all.
the dynamics
plained
how
cheap
to
really
be
thinking
To help combat this, the Wom
junk foods can be a
of hunger and
en’s Center at GVSU teamed up about the dynamics
cause of obesity, with
with Access of West Michigan, of hunger and pover
poverty."
the panel offering
Spectrum Health and other orga ty,” Dernberger said.
their reflections on
According
to
nizations for Hunger Action Week.
BRITTANY
how to combat this.
Dernberger,
there
This campaign aims to raise aware
DERNBERGER
"People who can’t
ness on hunger and other food- are many misconcep
ASSISTANT
afford healthier choic
related issues including poverty, tions about hunger,
DIRECTOR
es often end up eating
including the be
obesity and health.
foods that have a lot of
lief
that
people
who
This year, GVSU participated
by presenting part of a documen make it to college can afford food, health impacts,” Dernberger said.
These can include higher
tary, as well as hosting a panel but this is not always the case.
weight
gain, heart disease, diabe
“We
know
it’s
really
tough
to
discussion. The film shown was
tes
and
other intangibles that af
pay
attention
in
class
if
you
worry
part of the HBO documentary
“The Weight of the Nation." This about being able to eat dinner that fect how one feels. She also said
BY DUANE EMERY

DEMERYiaLANTHORN.COM

a

improper eating habits can lead
to long term health problems.
She said one goal of the panel, as
well as Hunger Action Week, is to
inform people on these issues to
work toward solutions.
“How can we work toward food
justice where everyone has access
to good, healthy food? People want
to get the most for their money, so
how do we make those healthier
options,” Dernberger said.
According to Natalie Depyper,
the food justice intern at the
Women’s Center, nutrition can be
an issue on campus for students
who are in too big of a hurry to
eat properly. It can also be an is
sue for those who cannot afford
healthier choices but are too em
barrassed to seek assistance or
are unaware that it exists.
“A lot of times, people look at
it as a third world or inner city
problem,” Depyper said. “But
food security can be a problem
for anyone.”

he Michigan Alterna
tive and Renewable
F.nergy Center at Grand
Valley State University
has partnered up with
Chart House Energy, LLC, to build
the largest non-utility solar project in
West Michigan at Agritek Industries, a
manufacturing company in Holland
Chart House Energy is a company
that’s focused on developing commer
cial scale solar installations. They’ve
entered in agreement with Agritek,
who will be installing a large solar
collection array on their property as
early as this fall or early next spring. It
will generate 500kW of solar energy,
which equates to roughly one-third of
Agritek’s total annual power usage.
According to Arnold Boezaart, the
director of MAREC, their role is to
provide contacts for businesses and
start-up companies to facilitate collab
oration with various parties involved.
“We can also get a lot of expo
sure and visibility to help compa
nies develop traction with their
business activity,” he said. “And,
we can provide a variety of support
services to start-up companies,
whether it be individual business
consultations or connecting them
with funding, resources or experts.
“There are a lot of small solar
projects around West Michigan, but
this one is much larger and aims
at offsetting the regular energy ex
penses. As there continues to be an
effort to increase reliance on solar
energy, a project like this one really
moves that effort forward and pro
vides a great example of how busi
ness and industry can benefit.”
Robert Rafson, founder of Chart
House Energy, believes this project is
very important.
“This project will be the second
largest non-utility project in Michigan
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NEWS BRIEFS
WOMEN'S COMMISSION

The Grand Valley State University Women’s
Commission will host a fall welcome lunch at noon
today in the Pere Marquette Room in the Kirkhof
Center. Jessica Jenrich, director of the Women’s
Center, will be speaking at the event.
The Women’s Commission works to promote
equality and social justice for all women on cam
pus. The organization has been hosting events
and providing resources since a 1996 climate
study showed that women on campus were
not content. The Women's Commission and the
Women’s Center cosponsor the Her Story series,
which highlights women in leadership positions
at GVSU.
For more information about the event, contact
wcommission@gvsu.edu.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

Alpha Kappa Psi, a Grand Valley State University
business fraternity, is hosting Marketing in the
Digital Age at 7 p.m. tonight in Room 2201 of the
Kirkhof Center.
The event will explore how individuals market
FLU SEASON: Grand Valley State University’s Kirkhof College of Nursing is providing flu vaccinations for GVSU employees

themselves professionally using social media

and students next week. The shot will be free to employees and their dependents, and $25 for students.

websites like Facebook. Attendees will also

VACCINE
CONTINUED FROM A1

ratory diseases, such as asthma,
are even more at risk for other
problems that may lead to hos
pitalization.
“The virus spreads so rap
idly and easily from person to
person by virus infected drop
lets that are coughed or sneezed
into the air,” Sheehan said.
“There have been cases where a
person has died due to compli
cations from the flu.”
It is important for people
to obtain a flu shot every year,
Sheehan said, because of the
new influenza strains that
emerge. The vaccines change to
counteract these, and a persons
immunity usually lasts nine
months to a year, so a new vac
cine is necessary.
"• The GVSU flu services coin
cide with the Michigan Depart

ment of Community Healths vaccine are available.”
challenge for college students
Sheehan said the vaccina
throughout the state to get their tions for GVSU employees
flu shots before National Influ and their dependents are free,
enza Vaccination Week in early but it costs $25 for students.
December. Shee
Some insurance
—■
companies will
han said this is a
great way to pro
cover the vac
cine. However,
mote the impor “College students
tance of the shot
tend to think the if students need
to pay out-offor everyone.
flu won’t affect
“College
pocket,
they
students
tend
them... they don’t can charge their
to think the
GVSU accounts.
tend to seek out
flu won’t affect
She said anyone
them so they
who wants to
opportunities to
get a shot should
don’t tend to
get vaccinated.”
bring their insur
seek out oppor
tunities to get
ance card, GVSU
ANN SHEEHAN
identification
vaccinated,” she
ASSISTANT DEAN
said. “It is our
card and form of
payment.
goal at the FHC
Andrew Deschaine, a nurs
and College of Nursing to pro
mote a healthy campus. This ing major at GVSU, said he
can only be achieved when the thinks it is important to get an
awareness of the need for and annual flu shot because if he
the opportunity to receive the gets sick, he might end up los

ing time and money.
“I get vaccinated as a re
quirement for school and work,
which is done with no hesita
tion as I come into contact with
a lot of people and the risk of
me getting sick or me getting
others sick with the flu is too
great,” Deschaine said.
Deschaine added that he
would take advantage of the
GVSU College of Nursing’s
service because it is convenient
and a reasonable price.
Those who cannot get to
a vaccination clinic during
the times listed can call the
GVSU Family Health Center
at (616) 988-8774 to make an
appointment.

learn how to use Linkedln, a professional net
working site.
The fraternity is open to anyone at GVSU who is
interested in learning how to be professional and
how to be a leader in the community.
For more information, contact akpsi@mail.gvsu.
edu, or find the organization on Orgsync.

DIALOGUE FOR RECIPROCITY

Grand Valley State University professors Diane
Maodush-Pitzer and Danielle Lake are presenting
the Dialogue for Reciprocity event at 10 a.m. on
Friday in Room 2270 of the Kirkhof Center.
The event focuses on the community as a class
room, where students will learn to engage with
faculty, staff and community members. Students

GO TO:
http://www.cdc.gov/flu/
about/season/flu-season-S01N-301S.htm.
FOR MORE ABOUT THE FLU ANO

will learn how to create teaching techniques that
rely on collaborative learning and research.
Registration is preferred. For more information,
visit www.gvsu.edu/communityclassroom/dialogue-

GETTING VACCINATED

for-reciprocity-3.htm.

SOLAR
CONTINUED FROM A1

and largest in West Michigan,”
he said. “Presently, the inves
tor owned utilities (Consum
ers Energy and DTE) have
lobbied to limit the deploy
ment of renewable energy
projects in Michigan. Inves
tor owned utilities across the

country are fighting to limit
or eliminate solar because
it represents competition to
their business model.”
Agritek started as an agri
cultural equipment manufac
turing and has developed into a
specialty metal manufacturing
business. According to Rafson,
they have an interest in going
renewable for several reasons.

“On-site power generation
provides hedge against power
price fluctuations,” Rafson
said. “This is a large risk for
companies like Agritek that
use a lot of power in their
manufacturing
processes.
Lastly, and most importantly,
this project is viable separate
from their core business. Sim
ply, it is a good investment
and compares with any other
investment they might make.”
Erik Nordman, a professor
of natural resources manage
ment, said Michigan needs a
clean, reliable electricity grid to
power the 21st century.
“Last year, Governor Sny

der convened a task force
aimed at ‘readying Michigan
to make good energy deci
sions’ The task force found
that Michigan could obtain up
to 30 percent of its electricity
by 2030 from clean, renew
able energy sources without
compromising cost or reliabil
ity,” he said. “There is still con
siderable skepticism among
policymakers about renew
able energy, including solar.
Projects like the Chart House
Energy collaboration with Ag
ritek show that solar energy
can work in Michigan and that
solar has a key role to play in
Michigan’s energy future.”
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New York. Before I landed the
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I was on “Saturday Night Live” and
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Stepping into the spotlight
Saturday Night Dive offers comedians a chance to take the stage
BY HANNAH LENTZ

to give the students a space
where they can laugh their
he Grand Valley stresses away. Also, students
State University who would like to compete in
student-run or our annual ‘Last Laker Stand
ganization Spot ing’ in the winter semester
light Productions can practice here, free of any
sortopen
of judgment.”
will be putting on a free,
Last
mic style comedy night everyLaker Standing is a
third Saturday this fall.campus-wide comedy com
The first opportunity for petition that takes place
students to participate will be during the winter semester
this Saturday. The event will featuring student stand-up
run from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. comedians. The competition
and is open to all comedians breaks down participants
into semi-finals that include
with any range of experience.
the top 10 comedians who
Each comedian will be allotted
10 minutes to give their pre auditioned. The finals further
sentation on stage in Area 51, break the competition down
located in the basement of the to the top five comedians.
There are three “Saturday
Kirkhof Center.
“Spotlight Productions was Night Dive” events scheduled
looking for an event that could throughout the year, the first
really bring the community to being on Sept. 20 and the
gether on a campus where the rest following on Oct. 18 and
majority of undergrad students Nov. 15.
“After the events pass, we
go home on the weekends,” said
will
assess their popularity
Nathan Bently, comedy chair.
and
then
hopefully put (simi
Spotlight
Productions
plans to have at least 10 stu lar events) on this upcoming
dents in attendance and winter semester,” Bentley said.
Interested students can
already has 12 comedians
contact
Spotlight Produc
signed up to take the stage
with more participants ex tions for more information
via social media @Spotlightpected as the date gets closer.
“We believe at Spotlight GV (Twitter, Facebook or
Productions that the students’ Instagram), or students can
well-being is super impor contact Nathan Bentley at
tant,” Bentley said. “We want comedygv@gmail.com.
HLENTZOLANTHORN.COM
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CREATING COMEDY: Grand Valley State University student and comedian Jacob Guarjardo performs at the Wealthy The

atre for LaughFest. Students will have the opportunity to perform on campus every third Saturday this fall.

Service Saturday offers
volunteer opportunities

GV partners with Chevrolet
to reduce carbon emissions
BY SARAH HILLENBRANO
ED1TORIALOLANTHORN.COM

GIVING BACK: Grand Valley State University students Sara Niester (left) and Jessica

MacVane (right) help rake leaves during an event sponsored by Alternative Breaks.
BY GABRIELLA PATTI
GPATTIOLANTHORN.COM

rand
Valley
State University
students look
ing to give back
to the commu
nity should look no further
than this upcoming Saturday.
Sept. 20 will be the sec
ond Service Saturday of the
school year, giving students
a fun and rewarding way to
give back to the community,
Service Saturdays are a
once-a-month service op
portunity sponsored by Al

ternative Breaks and the
Community Service Learn
ing Center that introduce
students to non-profit agen
cies in the Greater Grand
Rapids area.
“Each month will be fo
cused on a different issue in
the community,” said Ryan
Carrier, vice president of
community impact. “We are
looking for students who are
passionate about service and
who want to get involved in
the community.”
During last month’s Ser
vice Saturday, students vol

unteered at Blanford Nature
Center helping to remove an
invasive species.
This Service Saturday is
being held at Well House,
which provides housing to the
homeless. Carrier said that
each house is tailored specifi
cally to the resident and that
the organization has a strong
focus on sustainability.
“We are working in a
community garden and do
ing fall prep work for them,”
Carrier said.

GET cau
beading the
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rand
Valley
State
Univer
sity emphasizes
sustainability
as part of the
university’s mission and has
aimed to further this goal by
partnering with Chevrolet
through the Campus Green
Energy Campaign.
“When the Grand Val
ley State University Facilities
Services first heard of Chev
rolet’s Campus Green Energy
Campaign in the media, we
approached it as we do many
ventures: with cautious opti
mism,” said Terry Pahl, facili
ties engineer at GVSU. “We
contacted Sue Hall, CEO of
Climate Neutral Business
Network who represents
Chevrolet as a consultant,
and after she explained the
partnership program we
knew it would be a good fit
for Grand Valley.”
The goal of the partner
ship is to reduce carbon
emissions at GVSU through
energy efficiency improve
ments. Chevrolet will cer
tify these reductions as
voluntary carbon credits,
which the university will
be paid for, and will perma
nently retire the credits to
benefit the climate.
“The partnership with
Chevrolet indicates that we

are invested in having a pos
itive impact on reducing the
university’s carbon footprint
as we continue to further de
velop and grow GVSU,” said
Tim Thimmesch, associate
vice president for facilities.
Pahl said that Chevrolet
will give funds to the univer
sity based on a rigorous re
view process of GVSU’s data
spreadsheets, invoices, emis
sions templates and reports
sent into the American Col
lege 8c University Presidents’
Climate Commitment.
“The funds will vary,
but they have a range of
$5 to $10 per metric ton of
reductions,” he said. “What
may be more important
than the funds is that this
program helps highlight
some of the good work the
university has done in re
ducing our emissions.”
The university’s plan to
reduce carbon emissions is
mainly to keep up what they
have been doing - imple
menting energy conserva
tion and efficiency projects
and continuing to build
LEED certified buildings,
said Pahl.
The university has also
developed an energy group
that meets several times a
year to discuss potential
energy projects. Thim
mesch, who heads the
group, said the facilities

services department will
be involved in reducing the
university’s emissions.
“Facilities will continue to
invest and implement , a va
riety of energy conservation
projects that have reduced
our energy consumption
which in turn reduces our
carbon footprint,” he said.
“Also, we will continue to
evaluate emerging technolo
gies that would be considered
for installation or purchase.”
GVSU has already done
several projects to become
more energy efficient, Pahl
said. These include being the
first institution in Michigan
to install lab controls that
reduce the amount of air
changes per hour, if the air
was deemed to be clean, and
having the largest installa
tion in the state of a particu
lar automated steam trap fail
ure system.
“(I) believe this partner
ship shows that we have been
quietly doing our share of
reducing emissions with the
resources we have available
and with the campus envi
ronment we have today,” Pahl
said. “We have great support
from our administration and
it is truly a team effort.”

GO TO:
gvsu.edu/sustainability
FOR MORE ABOUT
SUSTAINABILITY
INITATIVES AT GVSU
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Biking sidewalks safely on campus

BY KELLY SMITH
EOITORIALOLANTHORN.COM

s a student who
rides his bike a
lot on campus
during warmer
months, I can’t
tell you how many times
I’ve been riding somewhere
and finding myself behind

walking people who are
spanning across the entire
sidewalk. It’s courtesy and
no big deal to say excuse
me (though more difficult if
they are wearing earbuds),
but I still find it annoying to
have to do it as frequently
as I do. With a university as
populated as Grand Valley,
I feel we really need more
bike-only sidewalks like the
ones near Lot H.
GVSU usually has many
students walking around
during the day, especially in
the late morning. However,
this doesn’t necessarily mean
less bike-riders. Ever since
my first semester here, I’ve
found it difficult to maneu

ver through the crowds sur
rounding the Carillon tower
and across the Mackinac
Bridge (not that I’m imply
ing we add to the bridge).
However, biking lanes and
sidewalks in well-populated
areas of campus would
certainly be beneficial for
everyone. These sidewalks
don’t even have to be elabo
rate and decorative. All that
is needed is a simple sign or
white paint of a bike on the
ground to indicate that it
will be bike-busy.
I doubt that bikers are
not the only ones who feel
this way. While walking, I
often find myself being cau
tious about bikers ahead of

me or to my sides. I’m sure
that other people, especially
those carrying many books
and materials, would find
it less stressful to have to
watch out for anyone on a
bike traveling faster than
their walking pace. People
from fraternities and clubs
are also found in such
public places, speaking and/
or promoting events, which
only adds to the stress of
trying to avoid a collision.
Fraternities put much time
and effort into their presen
tations, and they should not
be ruined by an accidental
run-in by someone on a
bike trying to get by the
many students gathered to

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

VALLEY VOTE

Do you think getting o flu
shot is an effective way
to prevent it spreading
across campus?

Should GVSU do mors to
keep students safe in the
immediate area around
campus?

YES
NO
NO OPINION

BEE BRUMMITT
“I think so, and washing your hands a lot."

listen to what these people
have to say.
Another important fac
tor is drivers. Whenever
I’m riding through a park
ing lot area or street with
an unsuspecting walker
ahead of me, I sometimes
will move into the street
to pass them. I always try
to make sure I am on the
shoulder and out of the
way if possible, but I would
imagine that not every
biker would take such
precautions. Since some
areas of campus are busy, a
car having to make a sud
den swerve puts numer
ous people in danger. This
puts pressure on drivers to

BLOG
Rape-prevention
nail polish will not
prevent rape

THIS ISSUE’S
QUESTION:
Do you think getting
a flu shot is an
effective way to
prevent it spreading
across campus'?

75%
20%
5%

watch out for someone on a
bike appearing in the street
out of nowhere.
To be clear, I am not
saying this should be our
top priority, especially if
our budget can’t afford it.
However, given the fact that
safety is very important to
everyone at Grand Valley,
I feel it should definitely
be considered. With bikers
having their own sidewalk
lanes, it will be much easier
to maneuver around the
people walking to avoid any
injuries and collisions. It’s
not a foolproof plan, but it
can’t hurt to give it a shot
and see what happens.

By the Women's
Center

LOG ON B VOTE
LANTHORN.COM
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EDITORIAL
YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Broadcasting
HOMETOWN: Rochester Hilts, Mich.

Avoid the illness

MEGAN WALSH
"No, it's predicted, so they aren’t even sure if
it’s the right shot for the right thing."

Flu season is rapidly approaching, and GVSU students
and faculty are more likely get sick because of the close
proximity. Flu shots can greatly reduce the risk.
long with the ap
proach of blustery days,
sweater weather, cooler
temperatures and trips
to the apple orchard,
the fall season also brings
season. Runny noses rampantly
spread across Grand Valley State
University’s campus and students
miss more classes, instead being
stranded in bed with chills, fa
tigue and nausea. The flu can be
prevented though. The pounding
headaches, high fevers and sore
throats can all be avoided with a
quick shot. However, many college
students don’t get their annual flu
shot despite the recommendation
from the Centers for Disease Con
trol and Prevention that everyone
ages six months and older should
get one every season.

O

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Studio Art and Design
HOMETOWN: Chicago, III.

ALYSSA ROACH
‘No, washing your hands and not going to
class if you're sick helps*

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Art
HOMETOWN: Sturgis. Mich.

ISSAC SMITH
"Yes, it probably helps."

It can be especially important
for college students and profes
sors to get a flu shot, because
we are constantly around other
people. Professors, think of how
many germs could be on those
homework assignments you just
collected. Students, do you re
ally want to think about the last
time you disinfected the counters
in your room? Being in an envi
ronment surrounded by so many
other people, it is imperative that
members of the GVSU community
do everything in their power to
protect themselves from the flu.
Unless you’re planning on liv
ing in a bubble for the next few
weeks, go get your flu shot. You
don’t want the flu, and we don’t
want your cough and runny nose
infecting the rest of us.

This should be especially easy
for GVSU students since the Kirkhof College of Nursing is offering
flu vaccines next week. The clinic
will be open to GVSU employees
andflu
students Monday through
the
Wednesday. If the convenience isn’t
enough to motivate you, maybe
these statistics will help. According
to a study done by the Minneapolis
VA Medical Center and the Univer
sity of Minnesota, in addition to
a 30 percent reduction in chances
of contracting an influenza illness,
vaccinated students are 47 percent
less likely to visit a doctor for the
flu, 32 percent less likely to miss
class and 47 percent less likely to
do poorly on a test. Those sound
like pretty good odds, or at least
a fighting chance at escaping flu
season unscathed.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Finance
HOMETOWN: North Branch, Mich.

By Leah Fishwick
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very success filters
from a dim light
bulb. Obstacles
hinder the illumi
nation like self
doubt An internal voice stabs
you with a constant reminder
that you’re not adequate. You’re
not smart, pretty, rich, creative,
fill in the blank. You’re not good
enough. You weren’t granted the
same opportunities.
But we have the chance to
produce our own opportunities.

They’re concealed, but they’re all
around. You must seek and find
them. Once you do you have to
take hold. You have to address
the problem and carry on with a
vague dream. A dream that you
can never lose sight of because
that light is very faint If you don’t
feed it with energy it will die
out It can’t sustain itself. It’s your
responsibility to make an effort if
you want to taste success.
Earlier this week I began
volunteering at Mary Free Bed
Rehabilitation HospitaL This
hospital makes back-bending
efforts to recreate a life for the
disabled. Every day consisten
cies have been shattered by their
accidents. Relearning to walk,
write or perform any other rou
tine task that we take fix granted
is an ugly process. Imagine
losing a skill you’ve had since
you were a child. Each step, each
word is now a milestone.
Ibis organization is the

epitome of what it means to be
successful. Through hard work
and determination they reached
their goal. It began with an issue
- the need for medical assistance
for the poor. The founders
worked with what they had,
relying on American ingenuity.
They did not expect for an op
portunity to fall into their lap.
Through the genuine desire
to help the less fortunate they
developed an idea They asked
everyone named Mary and any
one who knew someone named
Mary to donate money. This, of
course, was very effective due to
the popularity of the name. The
founders could have just lost
hope at the fact that they didn’t
have the money or the means
to make a difference but they
didn’t With the donations, they
were able to finance free beds.
Hence the name, Mary Free
Bed. All these individual efforts
collectively bloomed into some

i

thing bigger. It grew into a reality.
It was brilliant and it was ugly.
Now to be ugly, you have
to be determined, fearless and
have an unwavering iron will to
fulfill your goals. No matter how
major or minor. Nearly a month
back, a very unconventional
speaker enlightened the fresh
man class. His proposal took
a minute to sink in but once it
did, it really dove down. To do
anything greater than getting by,
you have to make an effort.
Being cute only gets you so
far. It won’t suffice. The speech
engrained inspiration to study
relentlessly. Imagery of worn
books and pencil blistered
fingers sparked, but after a
few weeks has the motivation
fizzled? That light needs to be
fed. We need to be the ones
that choose to go to the library.
We need to remember that we
hold the power to be success
ful, to be ugly.
t
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Letters to the editor
In response to the university's
actions toward sexual assult:
Much of the discussion surrounding the
recent off-campus sexual assault has been
whether or not the university should’ve noti
fied students right away. To answer that ques
tion, allow me to quote GVPD Captain Bran
don DeHaan in a Ianthorn article regarding
the on-campus sexual assault last winter:
Ihe university believes there’s an obligation
that our federal staff, faculty, and students
are aware of the dangers that are out there. If
there’s a crime, we relay that information to
our community if it meets the criteria for a
timely warning notice,... (which is) if there’s
a continuing threat to the campus commu
nity and is an incident of criminal homicide,
aggravated assault, robbery, sexual assault,
or other major crimes deemed necessary”
(quote taken from the April 10,2014 issue of
the Lanthorn).
Now that we’re all in agreement that yes,
the university failed us and the victim, there
are three things that bother me regarding this
particular case.
1. When the university was cornered by
Fox 17, they first blamed Ottawa County
for not releasing information. However, the
detective on the case met with members of
the university and gave them the green light
to notify its students. GV chose not to.
2. When Fox 17 continued to press the

In response to the hit and run:
I read with interest your article on the hit
and run of a pedestrian on 48th Avenue and
Pierce (“Student hit by car on 48th) in the 15
September edition of the Lanthorn. It’s not
uncommon knowledge that 48th avenue is
very dangerous for the non-motorized and
no surprise that someone was recently hit.
There are plenty of dangerous intersections
along 48th and elsewhere around campus.
For example, the corner of West Campus
Drive and 48th is just a disaster waiting to
happen because east and west pedestrian
and bike traffic is funneled along the narrow
south shoulder. In addition, pedestrians and
bikes have to cross against four lanes of traffic
(south, north, west, and east).
I find it objectionable that the GVSU
campus police blame the victim of this hit
and run accident. Their bland comment
about how “passionate” they feel seems more
oriented toward public relations soundbites
rather than resolving a problem. I’m glad

university and Ottawa County for answers,
Ottawa County actually blamed the victim
for being hard to contact. This is despite the
fact that the incident was reported imme
diately after it took place, making it easier
to believe the victim’s side of the story than
either police department involved. Throw in
the fact that the press had to get involved to
get any announcement in the first place, and
the credibility of both of those law enforce
ment entities is in question.
3. By choosing to ignore sexual assaults,
the university is simply perpetuating the
rape culture that they publicly stand against.
Power is stripped from victims and handed
to their attackers. When victims feel as if
they aren’t going to be taken seriously or will
be ignored by the university, they’re much
less likely to report the crime in the first
place. If attackers believe that it’s going to go
unreported and uninvestigated, they’re more
likely to commit the crime.
It’s time for change, GV. A change in
policy, a change in culture and a change in
action. If we have to go to the national news
to get the attention necessary to force that
change, then so be it. This story isn’t over yet,
and I’m not intimidated into allowing the
university to walk over the students it’s sup
posed to serve and protect.
ANDREW BROWN

GVSU STUDENT

they’re passionate about something at least
but words do not speak louder than actions.
I’m a long-distance bicyclist who, in some
years, hiked over 30 times between home
in Holland and GVSU. But I quit biking in
because it’s too dangerous coming up 48th
avenue or through Allendale on M45. There
are other faculty (and students) who ride a
bike to GVSU. Every route in and out is very
dangerous. It would seem to me that GVSU
should develop policy and an action plan
to serve students and faculty who choose to
come and go without two tons of metal, glass
and plastic on wheels.
Some more people will probably have to
be injured or, better yet, killed before the lack
of adequate non-motorized infrastructure is
seriously discussed at GVSU and at the level
of Ottawa County.
ROY COLE

GVSU PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF
GEOGRAPHY AND PLANNING

like to become more involved resources that it provides for
students. She encourages stu
in the community.
“It is four hours, not a dents to look on their web
big commitment,” Guzman site and to come in to talk to
said. “It’s a great entry way someone in person..
Guzman believes that ser
to get involved.”
In October, Service Satur vice is an important part of
day will coincide with Make a the college experience.
“Going out
Difference Day,
and providing
a huge campus
service can be
tradition where
“It’s a way to
a way to dem
at least 400 stu
give back to
onstrate being
dents go out to
an active part
over 20 organi
the community
of our commu
zations.
and a great way
nity,” Guzman
Organiza
said. “For col
tions
include
to meet new
lege students to
the food bank,
people.”
take the time to
Feeding Ameri
do (service), it
ca and Blanford
RYAN CARRIER
is a great thing
Nature Center.
SENIOR
for students to
Transportation,
do. Whatever
lunch and a tstage they are in
shirt will be pro
during their college experi-;
vided for students.
Guzman said that regis ence, volunteering and serv-.
tration for this event will be ing the community demon
strates that they understand
open soon.
She encourages students that there is a greater world
looking to get involved to than just themselves.”
utilize the Community Ser
vice Learning Center and the

SERVICE
CONTINUED FROM A3

Students will be focusing
on the upkeep of the garden
through weeding, watering,
planting and harvesting.
Carrier said that this is a
great opportunity for students
to get involved. Now a senior,
Carrier joined Alternative
Breaks as a sophomore.
“It is really easy to get in
volved with,” Carrier said.
“It’s a way to give back to the
community and a great way
to meet new people. You get
to meet like-minded people."
Carrier said that currently
about 20 students are signed
up for the upcoming Service
Saturday. Students are en
couraged to register for free
online through the Commu
nity Service Learning Center.
Assistant Director of Stu
dent Life, Leadership and
Service Initiatives Valerie
Guzman, said that Service
Saturdays are a great starting
point for students who would
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BTH ANNUAL PALE0-0LYMPIC GAMES
Being stuck in the past isn't
necessarily a bad thing. On Friday,
students and faculty are welcome
to participate in a day filled with
games and activities focused
toward learning about the past.
Crafts, armor demos and activi
ties such as a medieval version of
rugby, a Greek warfare inspired “hoplite relay" and demonstrations sur
rounding ancient life can be found
on the East Field of the Allendale
campus from 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
As the Paleo-Olympic Games rolls
into its sixth year, students that col
laborate on organizing the event are
anticipating it to be bigger than the
one before. For more information,
visit http://gvsu.edu/events/6thannual-paleo-olympic-games/.

OASIS OF HOPE HEELS TO
HEAL 5K RUN/WALK
The Physician Assistants Pro
gram will be hosting a 5K run/walk
event on Saturday to raise money
for the Oasis of Hope, the free
medical clinic of Grand Rapids.
Registration will open at 8 a.m.
at the Cook Carillon Clock Tower
and is open to everyone. The race
begins at 10 a.m., with 100 per
cent of donations directly attrib
uted to the Oasis of Hope.
For more information, contact
Michele Coffill in University Com
munications at (616) 331-2221.

DOWNTOWN DYSTOPIA
If you haven’t caught a good
sci-fi film lately, the Urban Institute
for Contemporary Arts - located in
dowhtown Grand Rapids - might just
have what you need. Beginning on
Sept. 19 the UICA will be showing
The Zero Theorem, a 2013 film that
looks into the life of a troubled
computer genius working for an
Orwellian organization. The piece
was directed by Terry Gilliam and
builds off of two of his previous

GV Panheilenic Association
prepares for fall recruitment
BY MADDIE F0R8HEE
MFORSHEEaLANTHORN.COM

his weekend, Grand
Valley State University
will host one of the
biggest events of the
year, which also serves
as one of the most important to
the Panheilenic society: fall soror
ity recruitment. With recruitment
starting Friday, Sept. 19, hundreds
of girls across campus will come to
gether to find their new homes by
rushing a sorority.
Since the beginning of the
school year, the sororities on cam
pus have been working hard to
drum up girls’ interest in rushing.
Events hosted through the Pan
heilenic Association like Meet the
GREEK LOVE: Sorority members welcome their newest sister to the group during the 2012 Bid Day. This
Greeks and Panheilenic in the City,
weekend, sororities will host one of their biggest and most important events of the year: fall recuitment.
as well as tabling Back to School
Bash and Campus Life Night, aim tunity to learn each sorority’s gen sisterhood closer together.”
members will enter a new mem
to give girls a chance to ask ques eral information and values.
The final preference round will ber period,’ which differs chapter to
tions and learn more about Greek
Philanthropy round, on Satur have the girls choose two sorori chapter, but they will learn a deeper
life and what it has to offer.
day, will introduce the girls rush ties. From there, they will have an history about their sorority and have
“Its cool to see all the chapters’ va ing to the philanthropies of seven inside look at the sorority’s rituals a chance to get more involved in their
riety of girls all together,” said Esther of the sororities of their choice, as well as learn what sisterhood sisterhood through service, philan
Philip, the vice president of recruit and they’ll get to make a craft that means to those sororities on a thropy or leadership positions.
ment for Panheilenic Association.
“It’s like nothing you’ve ever
deeper level.
will be given to that organization.
Philip plays a large role in plan
After the four rounds, each girl been through,” said Schneider.
For the first time, these two
ning recruitment. Though she says rounds will be taking place off cam will choose which sorority they “Nothing compares to recruit
it’s stressful, she loves her position pus. Recruitment used to take place are most interested in, and on ment weekend.”
because she truly believes in the in the Kirkhof Center but has out Monday, they will see if that inter
Philip said that she never
Greek system and what it can do for grown the space and will be moving est is reciprocated.
thought she would join a sorority,
somebody. She says she is driven by to LifeStream in Allendale.
Recruitment ends with Bid Day, but once she was at college, she saw
the passion to help other women.
“We just outgrew it,” said Erin an event where the girls rushing how involved they were and really
Recruitment is open for girls of Schneider, president of Alpha Sig find out if they have gotten a bid fell in love with that opportunity to
all ages and class standings. This ma Alpha. “It will be interesting, from the sorority that they chose.
have that leadership experience as
year is projected to be the largest re but I think it will be cool.”
“Seeing these girls so excited, well as being a part of something
cruitment that GVSU has ever seen,
House tours and preference then seeing what they do in their bigger than herself.
which can easily be attributable to round both will take place on Sun chapter is so rewarding,” Philip
“Being part of an organization is
an increase in the university’s stu day, Sept. 21. For the house tours, said. “Seeing the growth of these really important, whether it’s Greek
dent population.
girls will get to choose five sorori women after joining a sorority... or not,” Schneider said.
Recruitment weekend takes ties to tour their houses and learn and Bid Day is the start of it all.”
Girls can register to rush until
place in four “rounds,” and officially more about their sisterhood.
Philip, Schneider and Rey were Thursday, Sept. 18 at 3 p.m. There
ends on Monday, Sept. 22 with bid
Jackie Rey, the president of Al all in agreement that Bid Day is will be an orientation session that
day. The rounds are the information pha Sigma Tau, is excited to show one of their favorite parts about evening to prepare the girls for the
round, philanthropy round, house the girls rushing their new house the weekend because they get to weekend that’s to come.
tours and preference round.
see the girls that rushed so happy
in Grand Village.
Information round, taking place
“I’m excited to show (the new and excited after being welcomed
GO TO:
on Friday, includes all nine of the girls) how we want our house to be,” into their new sisterhood.
gvsu.edu/greeklife
sororities and gives girls the oppor Rey said. “It’s definitely brought our
After Bid Day, all of the new

a

FOR MORE ABOUT CREEK LIFE

works; "Brazil" and "12 Monkeys." On
Sept. 19, the film will be shown at 3
p.m. and at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4 for
UICA members and $8 for nonmem
bers. The film will continue to run
through Oct. 2, but show times vary
from day to day. For more on the
film and the UICA, check out uica.
org/event/zero-theorem.
BACK TO THE 90 8

If the abundance of pop-tinged
sounds found on the modern
FM radio has left you wondering
where all of the Boys II Men and
Biggie Smalls went, you're not
alone. Fortunately for the seek
ers of the throwback tracks, The
Pyramid Scheme is once again
throwing The Original Back to the
90s Party. Hosted by a handful of
local DJs such as Auto Pilot and
Super Ore, the evening will be
filled with everything from TLC to
Bone Thugs-n-Harmony. The show
is ages 21 and up and kicks off at
9 p.m. Tickets are $8 in advance
and $10 at the door.

Sustainability Spotlight promotes campus’ efforts
BY JACKIE SMITH
LAKERLIFEaLANTHORN.COM

Prize’s own sustainability plans.
pus’ green outlook.
“There is so much happening,
“(Our office) thought it would be
acuity, staff and stu nice if we could provide an oppor and nobody knows how much is
dents came together tunity for everyone to come together going on in this campus, which is
Tuesday night with a and hear what each other is doing, wonderful because there is a lot of
interest and a lot of
common interest in and also provide an
excitement and a lot
mind; to collaborate opportunity for some
of experimentation
dialogue
on ways to maintain Grand
Val and perhaps
"It’s
something
some
collaborations,”
and success stories,”
ley State University’s reputation as
said
GVSU
Sustain
Parker said. “This
a sustainable campus. What better
that everyone is
ability
(event) is our attempt
building to hold an event
called Coordinator
thinking shout
to get everyone in one
Sustainability Spotlight than the Yumi Jakobcic.
room and share these
Jakobcic also said
Mary Idema Pew Library itself,
and people are
great
initiatives so
that
everyone
at
GVSU
which recently reached LEED
very committed
that we can make our
Platinum status - the highest of seems to be involved.
“What I found
efforts more efficient.”
to it here.”
four levels of sustainability.
most
striking
about
Erik
Nordman,
The event, hosted by the Office
sustainability
in
my
from
the
natural
re
of Sustainability Practices, focused
YUMI JAKOBCIC
search management
on such strides as projects, com first few months here
SUSTAINABILITY
program, addressed
panies and organizations that are is that it’s happening
COORDINATOR
all
over
campus,”
she
programs and class
helping to bring awareness to sus
said.
“It’s
something
es offered through
tainability, as well as make it a top
priority, for the GVSU community. that everyone is thinking about GVSU with a sustainability focus.
“Natural research manage
About a dozen guest speakers and people are very committed to
it
here.”
ment
has always been associated
were present, addressing a variety
Professor
Kelly
Parker,
direc
with
sustainability
under differ
of sustainability-related topics.
These ranged from how to get in tor of GVSU’s environmental pro ent names,” he said. “A bachelor’s
volved locally on campus to Art- gram, also talked about the cam degree and minor is available in

Q

Tips for ArtPrize
World’s largest art contest is set to
start its sixth year in Grand Rapids

■L ■ For Grand Valley State Uni
versity students that live down
town, make sure to plan a few extra
minutes to your commute starting
Thursday, Sept. 25. ArtPrize kicks
off on the evening of Sept. 24, and
GVSU veterans know that once the
event begins, sidewalks are mere
suggestions for ArtPrize goers. It’s
going to take a bit longer to get any
where downtown, so make sure to
account for that in your travels.
2 a ArtPrize has far too much
art to be able to see it all in just
one visit. Make sure to check out
the ArtPrize website, www.artprize.org, and browse the art en
tries. Its helpful to plan out what
locations you want to see before
you go so that you can make sure
you won’t miss anything you are
hoping to find.

3

MONKEY MANIA: Metal monkeys took over the Blue Bridge in Grand
Rapids during ArtPrize 2011. This year's event kicks off on Sept. 24.

I

a
Charge your smartphone
before you go. As soon as you get
within the boundaries of ArtPrize,
you can register on the ArtPrize
app, which is free to download, so
that you can vote for your favorite
art entries. Each piece of art has a

numerical code that is posted next
to the artwork, so make sure you
have enough battery life on your
phone to last through your entire
day of voting for your favorite art.
a Bring a water bottle. If you’re
going to explore much of ArtPrize,
you’re going to do a fair bit of walk
ing. The forecast for the opening
weekend of the event is looking to
be in the high 60s and low 70s, so it
shouldn’t be too warm, but it’s still
important to keep hydrated. Plus,
it’ll save you a few bucks and a fair
amount of time standing in line if
you bring your own drink.
15 a Don’t smoke in the large

crowds or around the pieces of art.
Not everyone wants to smell your
cigarette smoke while they’re enjoy
ing quality time with their families
and the art. It’s rude, and you’ll get
quite a few dirty looks.
15a Go into restaurants in the
designated ArtPrize area. Even if it
doesn’t seem like much, most busi
nesses have at least a couple of ArtPrize entries in them.

research management program
through the biology department.”
Hannah Fernando, a sopho
more majoring in sustainable food
systems at GVSU, spoke about
Sprout Lab, a workshop open to all
students that focuses on solutions
to environmental problems.
“It’s for people with big ideas
for solutions to any type of en
vironmental problem,” she said.
“Whether it’s agriculture, natural
resource management or food sys
tems, any of those types of ideas,
we are a bunch of entrepreneurs
with outlandish ideas.”
The many speakers at the event
encouraged students, faculty and
organizations to continue their
sustainability practices and ideas
and to brainstorm new concepts
for the future.
GVSU has shown its commit
ment to sustainability, as this was
the third year in a row that the
university was named one of the
greenest campuses in the country
by the Sierra Club.

I a
Keep your eyes open. The
great thing about ArtPrize is that
the entire city turns into art. Look
up, look down and look in the park
ing garages. ArtPrize challenges
people to think about what is and
isn’t art, so look in unexpected
places for some of the coolest en
tries out there.

8

Follow the path that’s on the
sidewalks. If you’re looking to see as
much art as possible, follow the spray
painted marks on the sidewalk. ArtPrize organizers plan out a path for
visitor to follow, so check those out.
9 b Some of the coolest art is
time sensitive, so it is to your ad
vantage to consult the schedule of
events on the ArtPrize website.

10

'a Founder’s Brewing Co.
has released a beer specifically for
Artprize called Mosaic Promise.
The profits from the beer are going
to Artprize, which gives art and
beer lovers just one more reason to
finish off their busy, art-filled day
with a unique Michigan beer.
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JAGUARS RELEASE OT

A

Big rivals meet in Big Rapids

CAMERON BRADFIELO
On Tuesday, the Jack
sonville Jaguars released a
former Grand Valley State
University football player,
Cameron Bradfield.
Bradfield, a right tackle,
started the first two games
for the 0-2 Jaguars. The
offensive line surrendered
10 sacks on Sunday, four of
which fell primarily on Bradfield’s shoulders.
The 27-year-old signed
with Jacksonville as an
undrafted free agent in

2011 and started 12 games
in 2012. Bradfield, a 2010
graduate of GVSU, played
high school football at Creston High School in Grand
Rapids, Mich.

HANOOFF: Grand Valley State University’s football team travels to Ferris State University this weekend looking for its first win of 2014.

□3 CLUB HOCKEY TEAM

Lakers look to turn season around at Ferris State

BEGINS SEASON 3-0
The Grand Valley State
University Oivision III club
hockey team opened the
2014-15 season with a trio of
impressive wins.
The Lakers notched their
first win with a 7-4 victory
over West Mall, a junior team
from Canada on Sept. 12.
Then, GVSU took care of busi
ness against Holy Cross Col
lege on back-to-back nights.
GVSU trumped HCC by scores
of 7-2 and 3-1, respectively.
Alex Keefer notched two
goals in the first matchup,
while junior Eric White added
a goal and an assist. The
mojo rolled over into game
two, as Keefer and White
both found the back of the
net again. Jack Lindsay made
28 saves on 29 shots to earn
the win.

BY JAY BU8HEN
SPORTSIGILANTHORN.COM

he postseason fate
of the Grand Valley
State University foot
ball team may very
well be on the line
this weekend in the Anchor-Bone
Classic at Ferris State.
A win for GVSU (0-2) gives
the Lakers a revived outlook for
the 2014 season. However, a Ferris
State (2-0) victory not only gives
the Bulldogs a three-game edge
over GVSU in the GLLAC North,
but also puts the Lakers in a poten
tially devastating 0-3 hole.
Needless to say, the margin of
error is slim for GVSU coach Matt
Mitchell and his team.
“Our staff has to do a better job
coaching and getting our players
to understand the sense of urgen
cy and getting them to perform
at the level that is the expectation
as a program,” Mitchell said. “It
doesn’t get much easier obviously
on Saturday.”
On Saturday, there will be three
keys to success for GVSU:
1> Containing FSU QB Jason
Vander Laan
In 2013, FSU outlasted GVSU

in a 54-44 shootout at Top Taggart
Field. Then-sophomore quarter
back Jason Vander Laan (6-4, 241
pounds) stole the show with 210
rushing yards, 118 passing yards
and four total touchdowns.
“He’s now heading into his
third year running this offense,”
Mitchell said. “He’s always been a
threat to run the ball. He’s a very
good north and south runner, he’s
very difficult to bring down...One
thing in the first couple of games
that we’ve seen an improvement
on is his ability to throw the ball
so it puts even more pressure on
our defense.”
Vander Laan, a 2013 All-GLIAC Second Team honoree, leads
the GLIAC in passing touchdowns
(six) this season and is second in
completion percentage (71.1 per
cent). The forward-falling junior
has also racked up 175 rushing
yards on just 24 attempts (7.3 av
erage) to go with a pair of touch
downs.
He has not turned the ball over
yet this season.

S. Committing to the run game
In order to keep Vander Laan

The Lakers take the ice

SEE RIVALS ON AB

Why Ferris week is
big for GV teams

BY JAY BUSHEN
SPORTSIGILANTHORN.COM

Throw out records and get
your popcorn ready because a
trio of Grand Valley State Uni
versity teams are about to collide
with their GLIAC North rivals
three times in a four-day span.
The GVSU football, soccer and
volleyball teams all have a chance
to make a statement against their
Ferris State counterparts, and
each game will be significant for
different reasons.
The most meaningful matchup

will take place on the gridiron--*/
Saturday night, as the 0-2 Laker
football team is essentially play
ing in a must-win game.
It may not technically be.
a must-win game, but a loss
would cripple the team’s chances of being chosen by the selection committee when the.. ■„
season is over. In retrospect,, ,u„
GVSU’s pair of 8-3 seasons in
2011 and 2012 fell short of a
playoff berth. Call it a “they re
ally ought to win or be in serb'"1"1
ous trouble” game, if you must.
Regardless, it’s a big game, es- , „,
pecially because GVSU’s schedule
appears to get easier from here.
Meanwhile, the No. 4 women’s
soccer team has an opportunity to1
answer a question it hasn’t had to
face since November 2012: How ,,,
will it bounce back from a loss? - r..
While no one is doubting
first-year coach Jeff Hosier or the
SEE FERRIB ON AB

next against the University
of Michigan's Division II
squad on Sept. 19 in Ann
Arbor, Mich.

International speedster leads GV back line
Odendaal considers return to TBF, XC after soccer

VARSITY SCHEDULE

MiiiiiiiHniiimiimiiiiiiiniiiiimmiimiimiiiiiiimi
MENS TENNIS

Friday at ITA Regional (TBA)
Saturday at ITA Regional (TBA)
Sunday at ITA Regional (TBA)
VOLLEYBALL

Friday vs Malone 7pm
Saturday vs Walsh Rpm
Tuesday vs Ferris State 7pm
MENS GOLF

Saturday at GLIAC invite (all day)
Sunday at GLIAC invite (all day)
WOMENS TENNIS

Saturday at Hillsdale lBpm
Sunday at Wayne State 10am
SOCCER

Saturday at Ferris State 4pm
FOOTBALL

Saturday at Ferris State 7pm
WOMENS GOLF

Monday at Ball State (all day)
Tuesday at Ball State (all day)

BY ADAM KNORR
ASSISTANTSPORTS
IGILANTHORN.COM

uane Odendaal has
been going through
transitions her whole
life.
Odendaal
was
born in South Africa, in the city
of Durban - a well-populated
coastal town on the southwestern
edge of the country. After six years,
Odendaal and her family packed
up and left, heading to Canada in
search of a safer, more promising
life for Juane and her sister.
The Odendaals wound up in
Ontario, spending the first six
years in Windsor before mov
ing to London, Ont. for another
six. During that time, Odendaal
transitioned from a young girl
into an athlete with burgeon
ing skill and lightning speed.
In secondary school, Odendaal
competed in track and field and
cross-country, while playing
soccer on the club level.
When it came time to make a
decision for college, Odendaal had
no shortage of options. The Uni
versity of Florida, Central Michi
gan University and Grand Valley
State University were among the
plethora of schools looking to sign
her for soccer. GVSU’s coaching,
camaraderie and campus won her
over and Odendaal moved again,
this time to Allendale.

She took her place as a member
of the soccer team, and the transi
tion process began once more.
“I felt like I was the cross-coun
try runner on the soccer team,”
Odendaal said. “I feel like my soc
cer smarts have improved tremen
dously and now I’m more of a soc
cer player than I was.”
Now, in her senior season,
there’s no letting on that Odendaal
was ever anything but a stud de
fender on the pitch. She switched
from forward to defense early in
her freshman year, and the po
sition suited her. Odendaal can
frequently be seen bolting up the
pitch to take on an offensive role,
then beating opposing attackers
back to her position at defense if
things go south.
Few Lakers have more ex
perience than Odendaal. The
21-year-old made eight starts as
a freshman, 25 as a sophomore
and 18 as a junior. During these
years, Odendaal and her fellow
defenders racked up a number of
records and awards. As a fourthyear starter in 2014, Odendaal
has taken command of her de
fensive unit and her team, mo
tivating and pushing the group
each day.
“She brings a work rate that sets
a tone for the group. She’s a hardnose, no excuses type of player,”

ANCHORING THE TEAM: Juane Odendaal, who was born in South

Africa, has been a game changer for GVSU’s defensive unit.
SEE SPEEDSTER ON AB
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Rider earns first career win at Ulndy
Senior leods team to *4th place finish despite deep field
BY STEVEN GARBER
SGARBEROLANTHORN.COM

cold, wet start on
day one short
ened the Ulndy
Brickyard Invita
tional to just two
18-hole rounds, but the finish
couldn’t have ended much bet
ter for the Grand Valley State

University mens golf team.
Under new coach Gary
Bissell, GVSU shot 590 (+14)
across the two days in a held
of 13 schools - including six
top-25 teams - earning a tie
for fourth place with the No.
1 team in the NCAA Division
II, reigning national champion
Barry University.
“I think everybody believes

we’re one of the better teams
in the country? said GVSU
redshirt senior Jack Rider.
“Whether or not we’re ranked
is really not speaking of how
good the team really is.”
Rider led the charge for
the Lakers by closing out the
tournament with his first in
dividual collegiate victory. He
won by three shots after his

four-under-par 68 in the sec
ond round, giving him a fourunder 140 overall.
Rider’s ability to set himself
up with impressive drives off
the tee made the difference on
Tuesday. He finished the sec
ond round with six birdies and
only two bogeys to secure the
tournament victory.
GVSU’s finish as a team
may be even more impressive
considering the talent they
went up against. The Lakers
may not be ranked to start the
fall season, but that means little
to the new-look squad.
“There’s a bigger emphasis
this year on just playing the
shots in front of you, and that is

the only thing you focus on the
entire round,” Rider said.
Bissell, who became just
the second coach of the
GVSU men’s golf program in
June, has placed an early em
phasis on focus - and it seems
that philosophy is quickly
paying dividends.
“We just try not to worry
about what other teams are do
ing,” said junior Tyler Polulak.
Polulak finished in a tie for
14th place (+3) in the field of
74. Meanwhile, freshman Domenic Mancinelli tied for 29th
(+7), junior Nick Williams tied
for 34th (+8) and junior Alex
Nannetti tied for 65th (+17).
Bissell, while happy with the

outcome, was less than pleased
about his players’ wedge shots
and a few shots that ended in
the hazards. However, he said,
those things can be corrected
with time.
“I didn’t think we played
our absolute best,” Bissell said.
“I think guys looked nervous
early. That’s natural. I think if
you asked the other coaches
they’d say the same thing.
“The more time we have
the better.”
No. 22 University of Cen
tral Oklahoma won the team
portion of the event with a sixstroke victory.

RIVALS

center, and the best way to do
that figures to be reigniting its
suddenly lackluster ground
game to set up play action and
keep the defense honest.
In 2013, the Lakers aver
aged 187.2 rushing yards per
game and 5.1 yards per carry.
Those figures have dipped
to 58.0 and 1.8 through two
weeks this season.
“Were going to find a way to
get it done,” said senior running
back Michael Ratay. “Hopefully
that will help our offense put
more points up and put more
pressure on the defense. We’ve
just got to execute better as a
whole, as a team.”

“It’s not good enough,”
Mitchell said. “We’ve had backto-back weeks where we’ve
played well but we faded late.
We need to be more consistent.
“We do have to do a better
job as a coaching staff of get
ting our players to be more
consistent snap in and snap
out with the understanding
that 56 out of 59 snaps is not
good enough.”
Against FSU’s explosive
offense that is averaging 51.0
points per game so far, the
Lakers will have to stay fo
cused all game long. This has
been a factor in both losses,
as half of the 54 points sur
rendered by GVSU this sea
son happened in the fourth
quarter or overtime.
“It’s going to be a tough
challenge,” said senior Deonte’ Hurst. “We’ve just got
to stay focused on the de
fensive side as a whole unit...
paying attention to the little
things and just being mental
ly tough when it comes down
to it late in the game.”
The game starts at 7 p.m.
in Big Rapids, Mich. For live
updates, follow us on Twitter
@GVLSports.

CONTINUED FROM A7

STARTING OFF RIGHT: GV senior Jack Rider picked up his first individual career victory
Tuesday at the Ulndy Brickyard Invitational. It was the team’s first tournament this fall.

off the field, the Lakers will
need to manufacture long
drives by establishing their
rushing attack.
“As a program - from
head coach to offensive co
ordinator on down to Oline, running backs and tight
ends - we’re not committed
enough to running the ball,”
Mitchell said. “Even when
things aren’t as rosy and the
looks aren’t as clean, we still
need to be able to run the
ball. There’s different ways
you can get that done.”
This will be particu
larly important if GVSU is
without senior quarterback
Heath Parling, who took
a late hit while trying to
mount a last-minute come
back against Ohio Domini
can on Saturday. Senior Isiah
Grimes, who played in seven
games last season, will likely
step in as the starter if Parling is sidelined with the up
per-body injury.
GVSU will need to pro
tect whoever lines up under

SPEEDSTER
CONTINUED FROM A7

said GVSU head coach Jeff Ho
sier. “She holds people account
able for the way they’re playing
and she has credibility because
she brings it every day’’
Part of Odendaal’s desire to
push and strive undoubtedly
comes from her knowledge of
what it takes to win on the big
stage. Last year, Odendaal was
named to the NCAA Final
Four All-Tournament team
while helping the Lakers cap
ture their third NCAA Division
II National Championship. Her
stamina served her well, as
Odendaal played every minute
of the last four matches in the
NCAA Tournament.
Now, in 2014, Odendaal
helps anchor a back line that
is ripe with experience. She is
joined by redshirt senior Kaely
Schlosser, junior Katy Wooley
and sophomore Clare Carl
son as starters. Experience is

3.

Limiting big plays de
fensively
GVSU’s ball-hawking de
fense was stout against Ohio
Dominican as the Lakers
gave up just 21 points (ODU’s
other touchdown was the re
sult of a blocked punt).
However, the Lakers were
gashed by three big plays: an
88-yard touchdown run, a
54-yard catch and a 90-yard
touchdown reception that
proved to be the turning
point in the game.
always invaluable, but even
more so at the high-pressure
position that is defense.
“It’s extremely important
to have someone with her ex
perience on defense,” said se
nior Charlie Soda. “It gives the
whole team confidence know
ing that she’s back there... Ev
eryone knows Juane has it.”
Through
four
games,
GVSU is 3-1, thanks largely
to defensive efforts that have
only allowed two goals all sea
son. Odendaal’s contributions
have already been recognized,
as the senior was awarded
GLLAC Defensive Player of the
Week honors for the opening
week of the season.
Odendaal’s focus for now,
dearly, is on soccer. However,
in the future, things could be
different. The former track
star is pondering a return to
her athletic roots and joining
the GVSU track and field team
once the soccer season comes
to a close. Odendaal is a thera

peutic recreation major, mean
ing that she will still have an
other year before it comes time
to graduate. Odendaal compet
ed in a medley of events in sec
ondary school in Canada and
was highly ranked year after
year in her province. Whether
she will officially choose to
pursue track and field in the
spring is still up in the air, but,
as GVSU Athletics have come
to learn, shed be a welcome ad
dition to the squad.
Whatever
the
case,
Odendaal will have to undergo
yet another transition when her
soccer career wraps up. Sports
have helped her acclimate to
new countries, choose an edu
cation and make unmatchable
memories. New changes ahead
stare Odendaal in the face, but
if her past results, work ethic
and personality have anything
to say about it, Defender of the
Week may end up being a mi
nor award among many.

ANCHOR-BONE CLASSIC: GV looks to turn its season around Saturday at Ferris State.

photo Courtesy
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reigning national champions,
back-to-back losses would be
a cause for concern. However,
my overconfidence in statistics
gives me plenty of reason to
predict that won’t happen.
GVSU’s 1-0 road loss on
Sept 14 was to the No. 7 team
in the country, Minnesota
State. FSU is 1-2-1. No need to
worry, Laker Nation.
Finally, the matchup with
the most intrigue will happen
on the hardwood.
The GVSU women’s vol
leyball team can ball, for
those of you who don’t know.

I had a chance to cover the
team in 2013 when the Lakers
went 31-4, won the GLLAC
title outright and finished one
set victory short of advancing
to the Elite Eight.
Who beat them? The
Bulldogs.
GVSU was up by two
sets in its final match, and it
seemed like everyone at Fieldhouse Arena thought the Lak
ers were about to win their
22nd straight game. But they
didn’t. FSU rallied, and even
tually stunned the Lakers in an
epic, five-set thriller.
GVSU was not only one
victory away from the Elite
Eight, but also from tying the
school record for consecutive

wins. It was an impressive per
formance by FSU, and a great
game to watch.
The teams have not met
since, so the “White Out” on
Tliesday at 7 p.m. should be a
dandy. If you can only make it
to one volleyball match in the
regular season this year, watch
this one. The teams played
three times last year, and two of
the three games took five sets to
reach a conclusion.
Long story short, GVSU
has a score to settle. And short
story long, it’s a big week for
GVSU Athletics. The results of
all three contests could have an
important impact on the rest of
the respective fall seasons.
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Australian rookie heats up for tennis
Freshman teams up with Bertrand in No. 1 doubles

THUNDER FROM DOWN UNDER: GVSU freshman Alex van de Steenoven is transitioning from high school to college tennis while also getting used to life in the U.S. The Australian na

tive is a member of GVSU’s top doubles team with senior Francis Bertrand. The pair took third at the Depauw Invitational last weekend. Van de Steenoven took fourth in singles.
BY KATE NUYEN

when he was growing up
he enjoyed hitting things,
llendale
may and his father thought
not have much tennis would be a more
in
common constructive activity. His
with the Land love of hitting things grew
Down Under, through the years, and
eventually
but the Grand Valley
State it turned into
an outstanding
high school
University men’s tennis
team
career.
He
represented
his
seems to have found an upstate,
Victoria,
at
the
Pizand-comer in one if its new
est members, Australia na zey Cup and took a silver
medal in the high school
tive Alex van de Steenoven.
The freshman started national championships.
Since moving to Allen
playing tennis because

KNUYENIOILANTHORN.COM

O

dale, he said he has noticed
a difference in his transi
tion from high school.
“College is more in
tense,” van de Steenoven
said. “It’s about getting the
win at all costs, when be
fore we focused more on
proper technique.”
Despite his youth, van
de Steenoven is a mem
ber of GVSU’s top doubles
team with senior Francis
SEE ROOKIE 0NA10

“College is more
intense. It’s
about getting the
win at all costs,
when before we
focused more on
proper technique."
ALEX VAN OE
STEENOVEN

FRESHMAN

Simmons blossoms into key player for GV

HOI2014

Unsung senior consistently leads, sets tone inside
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Renaissance
GVSU VOLLEYBALL

Testival

GVSU VOLLEYBAL

TEAM PLAYER: Grand Valley State University player Ally Simmons (81 jumps to block an opponent’s spike. She is looking

to become a leader on the team this year, and has high hopes for her last volleyball season at GVSU.
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKEROLANTHORN. COM

he athlete who
leads the team
in various sta
tistical catego
ries, makes the headlines and
receives all the recognition is
often credited for the team’s
success, or lack thereof.
What often times goes
unnoticed is the athlete

who doesn’t necessarily re
ceive all the attention and
accolades, but is always in
the right spot at the right
time, fulfills their duties
on a consistent basis and
holds the team together as
one cohesive unit.
“Ally is the type of person
that just about anyone can con
nect with,” said Deanne Scan
lon, coach of the Grand Valley

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to Oktoberfest.

ABIARVA

•• • • ••

State University women’s vol
leyball team. “Her communi
cation skills and overall knowl
edge of the game reflect those
of a coach. It’s a big advantage
to have her on the court.”
On the court, senior mid
dle blocker Ally Simmons
embodies consistency, and in
her previous three years with
the team Simmons has con
sistently progressed on and
off the court.
During her freshman year,
she very seldom saw the court,
only playing in eight matches
and 11 total sets. However,
she took advantage of her op
portunities. In her first career
start, she posted three kills in
three attempts for a perfect
1.000 hitting percentage - a
sign of good things to come.
“Coming into Grand Val
ley as a freshman, I knew that
I wasn’t going to play that
much right away,” Simmons
said. “I was okay with that, but
it required me to have a lot of
patience. 1 definitely took ad

vantage of every opportunity
that was given to me in my first
couple of years.”
In her sophomore year,
she made three starts while
appearing in 24 matches. She
posted 30 kills, 19 digs, 10
blocks and five aces on the
season. Still progressing, Sim
mons appeared to be on the
verge of a breakout season.
“Ally isn’t your prototypi
cal middle,” said senior Claire
Ruhenkamp. “She isn’t the tall
est and can’t jump the highest,
but she kept working and took
advantage of every opportu
nity that she got.”
Then, as a junior, Sim
mons became a focal part of
the Lakers team.
She started in 34 of 35
matches, ranked second on the
team in blocks (80) and quietly
took care of business inside for
a 31-4 GVSU team that won
the outright conference title.
“I knew that I was going to
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LEADER: Grand Valley State University senior Ally Simmons is preparing to be a standout on the Laker volleyball team this year. It being her last season, she is looking to end her

career on a high note with another GLIAC championship and playing in the national tournament. Keeping in mind her responsibilities off the court, Simmons also keeps a high GPA.
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Bertrand. The duo took
third at the Depauw Invita
tional over the weekend, and,
in singles, Bertrand finished
as the runner-up in the No. 1
spot while van de Steenoven
picked up his first career sin
gle flight win at the No. 4 spot.
Andrew Darrell, an infor
mal assistant coach and for
mer GVSU standout, said that
van de Steenoven is rolling
smoothly into college play.
“He is a very intelli
gent player and he is a great
doubles player,” said Darrell,
GVSU’s all-time leader in ca
reer singles victories. “Know
ing how to play doubles as a
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some time to adjust to the jet
lag from Australia, but now
that he has, he is doing great.”
It seems van de Steenoven
might be running into his big
gest challenges off the court.
“The lifestyle change is
hard,” he said. “I have never
lived by myself, and I have
never had to do things like
organizing laundry or make
my own food.”
Overall, though, van De
Steenoven said he is enjoying
his time in the U.S.
“The people are really nice
here and there is great food,”
he said.
His favorite food so far?
A classic dish: Olive Gar
den’s breadsticks.
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Employmen

Housing

GVSU Farmers Market
every Wednesday until Sept.
24th from 10am - 1:30pm in
Lot G. Come check out 15+
local vendors or visit us at
gvsu.edu/farmersmarket for
more info.

Help Wanted Office Clerical PT Clerical
Person needed from
11:00AM To 3:00PM
Monday-Friday, $900.00
weekly. Computer skills are
a must. Need to be detail ori
ented, possess good cus
tomer service skills, some
cash & items handling skills,
must be able to do Lil er
rand. Apply by email at
Eastonrisha@mail.com

Campus View Housing
Grand Valley's closes offcampus housing option. 8
different floor plans, apart
ments and townhouses, full
indoor court, fitness center,
yoga classes, free tanning,
resort style pool and spa, all
just a 1/2 a mile from the
heart of campus! Give us a
call at 616-895-6678.

Halloween On Ionia is back!
Save the date: Saturday,
November 1st, 2014.

The Michigan Renaissance
Festival is now open on
weekends and Labor day.
August 16th - September
28tn, plus Festival Friday
September 26th. 10am 7pm, rain or shine. Call 248634-5552 for more info.

Stop by Boardwalk Subs in
Standale right across the
street from the Walker Fire
Station Park and Ride for
10% off a 15 inch sub when
you use a valid student ID.

Reliable interior Housekeep
er wanted, for general clean
ing $580 per/wks.contact:
andr30wolf@live.com , for
more info.

Apple iMac. 24 inch Screen,
early 2009 model, Intel Core
Two Duo 3.06, 4 GB Ram, 1
TB Hard Drive, latest operating system, keyboard,
mouse and power cord.
Runs and looks great. $599
616-719-0886
For Sale: Gently used loveseat! $250 Non-smoker, but
I do have pets. If interested,
please email me at garlicke@mail.gvsu.edu

ANSWERS

Meadows Crossing is the
place to be! Located directly
across from the 48th ave
GVSU entrance. Call to
schedule your tour today
616-892-2700 or visit us at
meadowscrossing.net.
My names Megan Imgruet
and I want to sublease my
place from October till the
end of the lease. I live in
Meadows in the A style town
home. Please email me at
imgruetm@mail.avsu.edu if
you're interested!
Need 1 female roommate to
sublease at Copper Beech in
Allendale for Winter/Sum
mer 2015. Rent is
$442/month & the 3 other
roommates are very easy to
et along with. Call/text 58656-2624 or email
plotzkes@mail.gvsu.edu for
more information

A Day To Remember, Bring
Me The Horizon, Chiodos
and Motionless in White at
the DeltaPlex on Monday
September 15th. Visit livenation.com for tickets.

Carrie the Musical will be
playing select dates from
September 4th-20th at the
Circle Theatre. Student pri
cing is $10 with valid stu
dent ID. Tickets are avail
able by calling the Circle
Theatre Box Office at
616.456.6656, or you can
visit circletheatre.org for
more information.

Comedian Sammy Obeid will
be at GVSU September 17th
at 9pm in the Grand River
Room. Brought to you by
Spotlight Productions

GVSU presents the 2014
Fall Arts Celebration event.
Free and open to the public.
Seating is limited for every
performance, visit us on the
web gvsu.edu/fallarts for full
itinerary.
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get more playing time
in my junior season, and I
felt like I was finally able to
come into my own,” she said.
“I knew that I could fill an
empty void on the team, and
I knew that I had to step up
and prove myself.”
Simmons also shines ac
ademically.
She earned GLIAC All-Ac
ademic team (3.0-3.49 GPA)
honors in her sophomore sea
son. She then followed that up
her junior year by being named
to the GLIAC All-Academic
Excellence team (3.5+).
“She puts in just as much
work into classes as she does

on the court,” Ruhenkamp said.
“She shows maturity in know
ing that she has a future beyond
volleyball and really dedicates
herself to academics.”
Despite her accomplish
ments, Simmons said she still
has a lot to prove.
“I have to prove myself as
an individual on the team,”
Simmons said. “I feel some
what overlooked and I want to
prove to the rest of the GLIAC
how big of a difference I can
make on this team.”
With one season left in
her GVSU career, Simmons
is eager to make a name for
herself - and with another
GLIAC championship and a
run in the national tourna
ment, she could do just that.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@lanthorn.com

Roommates

Student Org Events

I am a male looking for one
roommate for the Fall 2014
and Winter 2015. My three
roommates and I have a four
bedroom 2 full bath in Hiahtree located near GVSU
main entrance in Allendale.
The rent is 395 a month plus
utilities Please email me at
suttonde@mail.gvsu.edu

Come out to KC 2270 every
Tuesday to meet with the
GV Fashion club to talk
trends!

One female subleaser
needed for 4-bdrm townhouse at Copper Beech.
Rent is $442/month, includ
ing cable and water. Lease
will be from Jan 2015-July
2015. Please text/call 586556-2624.

Interested in performing
stand up comedy? Spotlight
Productions is hosting an
open mic comedy event on
Saturday, September 20th
from 9-11pm in Area 51.
Please email us at
comedygv@gmail.com if you
are interested in performing!
Join Grand Valley's PRSSA
on Thursday, September
18th at 6:30 pm in KC 2270
for guest speaker Jennifer
Cunningham's talk about
military public affairs.

Services

Join Spotlight Productions
every Monday at 9pm in KC
2270 for our General
Assembly meetings.

Motman's Farm Market is
open 8am to 7pm, Monday
through Saturday. We have
fresh produce and fresh
picked apples. College stu
dents and staff can show I D
to receive 10% off any pur
chase of $5 or more.

Like performing? Spotlight
Productions is hosting an
other Open Mic Night on
Tuesday, October 14th from
8-1 Op in Area 51. Email concertsgv@gmail.com if you
are interested in performing!
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